
NOTAMs and TFRs 

Reference Sources 

● Aeronautical Information Manual (AIM) 

o 5-1-3 – Notices to Airmen (NOTAM) System 

o 3-5-3 – Temporary Flight Restrictions 

● Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations 

o §91.137 – Temporary Flight Restrictions 

o §91.145 – Event TFRs 

● Special Security Instructions For Select Sporting Events 

Study Questions 

AIM 5-1-3 – Notices to Airmen (NOTAM) System 

1. The NOTAM System used to disseminate ____________-critical information which is either of a 

______________ nature or not sufficiently known in ______________ to permit publication on 

aeronautical charts or other operational publications. 

2. What are the five categories of NOTAMs? 

a) Emergency, important, caution, informational and non-essential 

b) Extreme, severe, moderate, light and trace 

c) Distant, FDC, Pointer, SAA and Military 

3. Information contained within a ______________ could affect the pilot’s decision to make or cancel 

a flight as originally planned. 

a) NOTAM (Z) 

b) NOTAM (L) 

c) NOTAM (D) 

4. All NOTAM Ds must have keywords. 

a) True 

b) False 
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5. Which of the following are NOTAM keywords? (Check all that apply.) 

□ APRON 

□ ATC 

□ LGT 

□ RAMP 

□ SVC 

□ TOWER 

□ TWY 

6. FDC NOTAMs contain information that is 

a) regulatory in nature. 

b) of interest only to transnational flights via border checkpoints. 

c) related to weather or weather hazards. 

7. For each of the following, determine which type of NOTAM would be issued. 

People working near the taxiway □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer□ SAA 

Runway closure □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer□ SAA 

Airspace boundary change not shown on chart □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer□ SAA 

Taxiway closure □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer□ SAA 

Taxiway closure at a military airport □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer□ SAA 

VOR inoperative during repair □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer□ SAA 

Temporary flight restriction for firefighting □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer□ SAA 

MOA activated by NOTAM □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer□ SAA 

Aerobatic area in vicinity of multiple airports □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer□ SAA 

Unavailability of radar services at an airport □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer□ SAA 

AIM 3-5-3 – Temporary Flight Restrictions 

8. Which statement is true regarding TFRs and NOTAMs? 

a) A NOTAM is a type of TFR. 

b) A TFR is a type of NOTAM. 

c) TFRs and NOTAMs are not related in any way.   
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9. In which of the following situations would the FAA establish a Temporary Flight Restriction?   

(Check all that apply.) 

□ To protect the U.S. President or other public figures 

□ When winds aloft exceed 100 knots 

□ To provide a safe zone for launching the shuttle or other spacecraft 

□ Over and around the Super Bowl 

□ To provide a safe environment for fire fighting 

□ To alert pilots of a failed navigation beacon 

□ To prevent a licensed pilot from flying after failing a medical examination 

14 CFR §91.137 – Temporary Flight Restrictions 

10. Flights carrying news reporters may enter an area covered by a TFR provided they have filed an 

appropriate flight plan and remain above the altitude used by disaster relief aircraft. 

a) True 

b) False 

11. Once a Temporary Flight Restriction has gone into effect, an aircraft carrying law enforcement 

officers 

a) must fully comply with the same restrictions that other aircraft must follow. 

b) may operate within the designated area. 

c) will patrol the perimeter of the affected area to ensure the compliance of other aircraft. 

14 CFR §91.145 – Event TFRs 

12. The restricted airspace surrounding a major sporting event will normally be limited to a _________ 

nautical mile radius from the center of the event and __________ feet above the surface, and the 

NOTAM will be issued at least __________ days in advance. 

13. Around aerial demonstrations and air shows the restricted airspace will normally be limited to a 

a) 3 nautical mile radius, from the surface up to and including 10,000 feet MSL. 

b) 3 nautical mile radius, from the surface up to 17,000 feet MSL for high-performance aircraft. 

c) 5 nautical mile radius, up to 17,000 feet MSL for high-performance aircraft. 

14. Where do you think pilots can find out what NOTAMs and TFRs exist for their area of flight? 

a) 14 CFR §91.145 

b) Airplane Flying Handbook, Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge, and/or Aeronautical 

Information Manual 

c) www.faa.gov, www.1800wxrief.com, and Flight Service Station preflight briefers 
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Special Security Instructions For Select Sporting Events 

15. What are types of events that are included in the TFR for select sporting events?  

(Check all that apply.) 

□ Stanford football 

□ 49ers football 

□ Warriors basketball 

□ Quakes soccer 

□ Giants baseball 

16.  The TFR will always end 1 hour after the scheduled event even if the sporting event goes into 

overtime or extra innings. 

a) True 

b) False 

17. Pilots must avoid the sporting event by what distance? 

a) 3 SM 

b) 3 NM 

c) 1 SM 

18. Pilots must avoid the sporting event by what distance? 

a) 3000 FT MSL 

b) 3000 FT AGL 

c) 1000 FT AGL 
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Special Security Instructions For Select Sporting Events 

(Excerpt) 

FDC 7/4319 FDC pursuant to Title 14 CFR Section 99.7, Special Security Instructions, all 

aircraft operations are prohibited except as specified below within an area defined as: 3 NMR 

of a qualifying stadium or other sporting venue hosting a qualifying event up to and including 

3000FT AGL. Qualifying locations and events are defined as any stadium or other sporting 

venue having a seating capacity of 30,000 or more where: 1) a regular or post season major 

league baseball, national football league, or NCAA division one football game is occurring; or 

2) a NASCAR cup, Indy car, or Champ series race is occurring, excluding qualifying and 

pre-race events. This flight prohibition is in effect one hour before the scheduled start until 

one hour after the end of a qualifying event. This flight prohibition applies to all aircraft 

operations (including training, parachute jumping, and unmanned aircraft systems - including 

model aircraft flights) … 1707201400-PERM 
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Assignment Answers 

Answers 

1. Time; temporary; advance 

2. c 

3. c 

4. a 

5. Which of the following are NOTAM keywords?: 

⌧ APRON 

□ ATC 

□ LGT 

□ RAMP 

⌧ SVC 

□ TOWER 

⌧ TWY 

6. a 

7. The type of NOTAM issued for each of the following: 

People working near the taxiway ⌧ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer □ SAA 

Runway closure ⌧ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer □ SAA 

Airspace boundary change not shown on chart □ Distant ⌧ FDC □ Military □ Pointer □ SAA 

Taxiway closure ⌧ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer □ SAA 

Taxiway closure at a military airport □ Distant □ FDC ⌧ Military □ Pointer □ SAA 

VOR inoperative during repair ⌧ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer □ SAA 

Temporary flight restriction for firefighting □ Distant ⌧ FDC □ Military □ Pointer □ SAA 

MOA activated by NOTAM □ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer ⌧ SAA 

Aerobatic area in vicinity of multiple airports □ Distant □ FDC □ Military ⌧ Pointer □ SAA 

Unavailability of radar services at an airport ⌧ Distant □ FDC □ Military □ Pointer □ SAA 

8. b 
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9. Situations in which the FAA establish a Temporary Flight Restriction include: 

⌧ To protect the U.S. President or other public figures 

□ When winds aloft exceed 100 knots 

⌧ To provide a safe zone for launching the shuttle or other spacecraft 

⌧ Over and around the Super Bowl 

⌧ To provide a safe environment for fire fighting 

□ To alert pilots of a failed navigation beacon 

□ To prevent a licensed pilot from flying after failing a medical examination 

10. a 

11. b 

12. three; 2,500; thirty 

13. c 

14. c 

15. What are types of events that are included in the TFR for select sporting events? (Check all that 

apply.) 

⌧ Stanford football 

⌧ 49ers football 

□ Warriors basketball 

□ Quakes soccer 

⌧ Giants baseball 

16. b 

17. b 

18. b 
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